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This is our last Echo before the Burkina Faso Forum
and our General Assembly, and it calls our activities in
recent months.
At the same time, I particularly want to thank on your
behalf the Indian Ocean Vice-President, Lygie Raoeliarimanana from Madagascar, who has spearheaded
the preparation and implementation of all these Echoes
for the past eight years.
I wish you all the best for your preparation; thankyou
for your commitment, enthusiasm and all your letters
full of encouragement and spirituality.
Maryse Robert
President of MIAMSI

Burkina Faso : The land of the upright men
Burkina Faso, literally meaning « Land of the upright men » is a country of Western Africa, south of the
Sahara desert with an area of 274.400 square kms. Its neighbouring countries are: Mali, Niger, Benin Togo,
Ivory Coast and Ghana. Its population, estimated over 17 million inhabitants, is composed of sixty different ethnical groups, all living in good harmony.
Burkina Faso’s economy is mainly based on agriculture where almost 80% of the active population is employed. Even if gold export has greatly increased in recent years, cotton cultivation and export are still the
major income of the country. This low diversity of the economy and the precarious conditions of living of
the population have allowed various international organisations to rank our country among the poorest in
the world.
Religion occupies a place of choice in the lives of the Burkinabe people. There are three principal religions
in the country: Islam, Christianity and Animism. Islam is the largest faith with 60.5% of adherents, followed by Catholicism 15.3%, Protestantism 4.2%, others 0.6% and none 0.4%.
In Burkina Faso, for centuries, over 60 different ethnics live together in fraternity and solidarity. As a result, we have over 60 different languages, cultures and usages. Cultural richness is thus large and varied.
Each of these different people or ethnic groups promotes its own culture. Many recognised world-wide
touristic sites make the pride of our beautiful country, whether they offer natural and cultural interests, or
hunting facilities. Large cultural or artistic manifestations place our country in the limelight: the Ouagadougou International Film and Audiovisual festival, the Ouagadougou International Arts and Craft Fair, the
National Week of Culture in Bobo Dioulasso
The « Land of the just men » is a country where it is good to live because solidarity, fraternity and tolerance are key words. The love of foreigners and the cult of peace are strongly anchored in the way of living
of the Burkina people, ethnical or religious conflicts, xenophobia are rare or inexistent. Social cohesion
makes of Burkina Faso a welcoming land, and it has been so for centuries.
Since 2008 the country has known social tensions mainly linked to political aspects. The crisis registered in
2008 was caused by the dearness of life which generated in numerous social agitations. In 2011, another
crisis occurred starting in
schools and embracing
also the army, causing serious
threat to the country’s
stability. But thanks to dialoguing and to the usual
implication of the religious
authorities and of all the
social components, an issue of
the crisis has been found.
In October 2014, another severe crisis occurred when
popular upheaval removed
from office President
Blaise Compaoré. The transition that followed this
revolution lasted one year and
ended with the national
th
elections of 29 September
2015. But the whole population had resisted in block to
a push on the 16th of September 2016. The Burkina
population has always
manifested of its common
sense, with always the
aim to promote peace and national cohesion.
Repositioned in the democratic frame since the 29th of November 2015 when truly democratic elections
took place, the present government of Burkina Faso is trying hard to ensure security for all, to ensure daily
food to all, in justice and in equity. Even if a disastrous economic situation is the heritage of the destitute
Blaise Compaoré, there is a scope for hope.
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The MIAMSI in Burkina Faso
The Burkina-Niger bishops’ conference is a vast territory covering many Catholics well-known for their dynamic
Catholic action. The history of MIAMSI in West Africa began with Burkina Faso joining the international movement during the VIIIth General Assembly in Heer-sur-Meuse in 1992. In this short presentation, you will realize the Holy Spirit’s
extraordinary work in our environment. We entrust the country’s movements to all your prayers so that the work of God
and His Kingdom continues to grow.

Friendship Group
The friendship group is about fifty years old.
This group highlighted the usefulness of such a
group which helped its members in their family
and working lives and generally helped the
women of the diocese to play their part in build-

The site of the Forum
ing our family Church. After almost fifty years, the groups
feels it is running out of steam as it has not been able to rejuvenate itself.
Open Heart Association
The Open Heart association was born after a call from the
emeritus Bishop of Bobo, Mgr Anselme Titianma SANON
who asked that the ‘closed doors of the residential neighbourhood’ be opened from now on. This is how the Catholic families of the ‘Little Paris’ neighbourhood formed a group to
share the Word of God and made themselves available to the Bishop to help him in his apostolate. This group is still active
but occasionally runs out of steam. However, a dozen people are still very active in it.
Heart and Life Association
The Heart and Life association (ACOVIE) is three years old and with its dozen members is a group of young people who,
through activities directed to strengthening their spirituality, mutual help between members and supervising students, is
attempting to draw the older groups by the questions it gives rise to.
Ouagadougou Group
The seven (07) members from Ouagadougou meet every first Friday of the month to share the Word and deal with their
members’ problems. They are playing a key role in organizing the GA/ Ouagadougou Forum.
Tenkodogo Group
The Tenkodogo group is basically made up of teachers and customs officers, and is the baby of the Burkina groups. Organized around Alphonse SANON, it aims to find answers to the concerns of their brothers and sisters in the Tenkodogo
Diocese.
MIAMSI Club
Responding to the call from the Burkina - Niger Bishops’ Conference regarding the country’s domestic unrest, faced with
student violence in 2011 and noting parents’ failure in their children’s upbringing, we though it important to set up a group
which would bring together pupils, educators and parents to start a frank discussion to resolve possible obstacles causing
the violence in educational establishments.
The MIAMSI club in the Marie Adelaïde High School has over 125 members receiving spiritual training activities, discovering God’s Word and trying their best to be good examples in their circles. Their motto is Seeing - Believing – Acting.
Groups are being set up in the dioceses of Banfora, Dédougou and Koudougou.
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South America:

Bolivia: Tribal people defend their territory
In our teams we have started reflecting and
trying to answer the question sent by Maryse:

Since 2011, the indigenous peoples of the
Bolivian lowlands have been organizing to defend their land against the highway project

In each country what would be a symbol, fact
or event that might represent peace and reconciliation?
During the meetings held in Cochabamba and
La Paz, we find many positive aspects to emphasize as a symbol of processes that we be-

Finally, the walkers reached the government
headquarters, where they were acclaimed by the
people, their claims were recognized and supported
their struggle as a symbol of a life model established
on socially right and ecologically sustainable bases.

Men, women and children walked towards La Paz
to defend their territory and their culture .

lieve are building peace in our country, understanding peace as the fruit of justice and a
participatory, respectful culture of citizenship.

that would cut their territory in half. The national government claimed they were building
a road through that park to meet the interests
of international trade, facilitate oil prospecting and operations and give easier access to
new land for coca growers. The defence demanded respect for the law that protects the
territory, called the " Isiboro-Secure Indigenous Territory and National Park" (TIPNIS).
The indigenous people decided to march to
the city of La Paz, the seat of government, for
two months, travelling a distance of 600 km
on foot. During their journey they faced ruthless weather (rain, highland cold, etc.) and
government repression. Faced with all this,
the protesters have received great support
and solidarity from both rural and urban people.

At Chaparina, the walkers have suffered severe repression. But they continued their journey without limp

1 Defence of the TIPNIS by indigenous peoples.

Thanks to the persevering, dignified struggle
of the TIPNIS indigenous people, it has been
possible to slow down (for the time being) a
project that threatened to degrade the Amazonian ecosystem, which is these peoples’
habitat, as well as the life and culture of the
inhabitants.
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BOLIVIA : The disabled speak out !
2 Mobilisation and march of the disabled
In Bolivia, there are over 350,000 people
with some type of permanent disability. Although specific rights for this population are
in the State Political Constitution and standards exist to protect them, in practice their
rights are still vulnerable. Disabled people
suffer discrimination, as they do not have
equal access to education, health coverage
adapted to their needs and dignified work.
Faced with this situation, in early 2016 the
disabled movement sought a monthly

Lamentably, the request to meet with the
President was ignored, and on the contrary,
the protesters were cracked down on in the
vicinity of the Plaza Murillo. The Bolivian
bishops condemned the violence used by
describing the act as a "lack of humanity."
So they asked the government for a fraternal, constructive dialogue seeking just solutions that can improve the precarious condition of their lives.
Now (Pentecost 2016), the disabled are carrying on their protests while demanding to
be received by President Evo Morales.
3 Citizen participation in referendums

Mobilisation of disabled people to La Paz city,
they travelled 384 kilometers in 34 days.

"bonus" of 500 Bs. (about 60 euros a
month). But the government strongly rejected this request due to lack of resources.
This caused outrage among many people
since over recent years there has been lavish spending and millionaire projects that
are not essential to people’s welfare.
Due to the negative response to their demands, the disabled organized protests and
marches in several regions. Finally, they decided to undertake a march from the city of
Cochabamba to La Paz (384 km). A superhuman effort for 34 days riding in castor
chairs or wheelchairs or walking on crutches. Along the way they received support and
solidarity from the people in towns and villages, as well as in La Paz when they finally
got there.

During recent years, Bolivian have used
their vote in several referendums to support
or reject government proposals.
In January 2009, the new Political Constitution, a national government initiative, was
approved by a majority vote in a constitutional referendum.
In September 2015, through a referendum,
the departments of La Paz, Cochabamba,
Oruro, Potosí and Chuquisaca rejected the
autonomous statutes drafted by the national government. For the first time, people's
active participation prevented approval of a
proposal from the current government.
In February 2016, a referendum on approving or
rejecting an amendment of the Political Constitution allowing a second re-election of the President and Vice President of the Plurinational
State of Bolivia. The majority of citizens voted
"NO".

Chile : Wealth in the diversity !
The Padre Hurtado Team of Chile RC, has very special features: most of its members are seniors, half are not
Chilean, and are forced to make more or less long stays in their home countries. We call ourselves "survivors";
in recent years, half of the members have suffered serious health problems, resulting in almost miraculous healings.
All this means we have to follow a very irregular work schedule: meetings are put off for months. And then
comes a season of intense weekly meetings, and moments of sharing and retreats outside Santiago. Our contacts
via Whatsapp keep us up-to-date with events in everyone's life (births of
grandchildren ...) and enable us to make recommendations and suggest
measures to be taken.
The wealth of our diversity is sometimes reflected in differences of opinion on
specific facts in the news and gives rise to passionate debate. We avoid turning
in on ourselves and each one of us seeks an alternative space to share with
groups or movements with similar charisma to us, like the "Amerindia" movement, catechesis among health professionals, various commitments including
denouncing corruption at the local level and in a particular municipality.
For years, the computer is an instrument used to overcome our limitations in
evangelizing our environment, through reflections on excerpts from the Gospel
shared through our website <caminandojuntos.cl>. Each week the site is taken
over by someone from a MIAMSI lay group, to which have been added many volunteers, each according to his/
her charisma. These are especially members of the movement live elsewhere in the provinces or in other Latin
American countries. Efforts are made to start with facts from life according to MIAMSI methodology. Each
week an e-mail is sent to subscribers to inform them of the topic and the author’s name, including a link for
easy access to the website to read the text and make comments.
(Coordinating Team of the "Caminando Juntos" blog, Algarrobo, Chile 2015)

Chile: Signs of hope!
Chile chose to work on citizenship, which encompasses most of issues that concern us. To name a few, the loss of
credibility in institutions in general, especially politics and politicians; the consequence, above all, of corruption
in funding their campaigns. The people become apathetic, disillusioned about the major reforms undertaken by
the current government. Despite the remarkable fall in poverty in the last 25 years, a huge gulf persists between
the very rich and the rest of the population. Frustration, insecurity and fears are growing.
Signs of hope. Despite the moral crisis reported in broad strokes, there is a perceived stirring in citizenship, especially in our midst: a not inconsiderable number of people participating in events and initiatives, such as the open
consultation with voluntary, free discussion about values, rights, obligations and the type of institutions that the
country needs at this moment in history..This opportunity for coordinated exchange of views through regional
bodies, intended for finding their place in the Constitutional Reform Process
that has just begun, is a welcome window for participation by us, our community, our country.
The environment : The country has had unmistakable development in the
economy. But the cost is too great for the country’s future: in many cases, affecting the profit made due to the lack of appropriate legislation, the environmental damage and the ownership of land and water, are not negligible. Concrete facts that we could see: big companies buying glacier water rights from
small farmers living in a desert valley. Dazzled by the money offered, they sell
up, only to find themselves impoverished villagers.
Fleuve Baker au sud Chilien, dont la
population d’Aysen obligeà abandonner
un projet de mega barrage

Signs of hope: Based on the conviction that access to water is a human right,
the population of the Aysen region in southern Chile, organized by its bishop,
was able to slow down the construction of a mega dam on the Baker River.Research to develop alternative energy sources is ongoing..The "We declare poverty illegal " initiative, which may seem as utopian as the abolition of slavery three centuries ago, is an
initiative that seeks to reach the UN, supported by various groups and movements, including Renovación Cristiana Chile.

LEBANON: Peace between Sunnis and Shiites, thanks to Christians!
With an area of
10,400 km² Lebanon is the smallest
country in the
world. Lebanon is
a
parliamentary
republic. The President is elected
by Parliament and must be a Maronite (one of the largest Christian
communities
in Lebanon
linked
to
Rome) The
president’s
term of office
is six years,
and is not
renewable.
The Speaker
of Parliament must be a Shiite,
and the Prime Ministerhas to be a
Sunnite.
Meet the MIAMSI teams: about
40 people, including two Syrian
ladies and three chaplains
What are the realities? your questions, your expectations for your
families and your country?
"We want our children to stay in
Lebanon"
"Our children are leaving the
country because they can’t find
work to match their qualifica-

tions"
“We are in a difficult political
situation now because there is no
president, they fail to agree, the
Parliament meets but MPs don’t
turn up, so there’s no quorum"

"We are ashamed of the dustbins
lying around in town, this is the
result of corruption, Shiites and
Sunnis will each promote their
business so tenders are unsuccessful or the outcome is manipulated"
"In October our young people
went to demonstrate about this
state of affairs and we were very
afraid of violence"
"We feel frustrated by our governors, what can we do? How can
we make our voices heard?"
"We have the feeling we’re being
passive"
"We welcome many migrants
who make up 50% of our population.
"People talk about them a lot, but
forget the Iraqi Christians"
"We Christians get along well
together"
"The Syrians coming here some
years ago left many painful memories but we welcome them, everything is done to make them feel
good"
"We have no Syrian camps, they
are everywhere, they have been
received by their family members
or friends who were already
working in Lebanon before the
war in Syria."
"We Palestinian
camps
where
things are more
difficult;
they
are very well
organized and
often violent"
"There are virtually no Jews left
in Lebanon.
"The Lebanese are losing their
jobs, there are too many of us
now, there is not enough work for
everyone"
"This meeting proves that we are
recognized by MIAMSI, we are
not alone, we have found out

more about our movement and
our roots."
"What can we actually do?"
What do we draw from these
words?
The Christians get along together.
They enable peace to exist in
Lebanon because they act as a
buffer between the Sunnis and
Shiites.
Great solidarity with everyone;
faced with fear and difficulties,
we see the human being first.
The Syrians left gaping wounds
during the occupation. But their
return due to the war in Syria has
led to a great conversion in
them.They are experiencing dialogue, peace and reconciliation
There is great spirituality in the
movement, a great strength with
which to build together.

Decisions :
Reconnect with the lay apostolate
Links with Midade (international
Catholic Action for children)
Meetings between team leaders
and chaplains.
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Indian Ocean Islands : from ICY to ACI in Madagascar
Testimonial from a committed Catholic Ac- day? The answers were very enriching: our friends
tion militant (JICF, JIC and ACI).
spoke of the various family political, social and
Missionary visit to Diego Suarez JIC and economic problems of concern to them and lead
ACI teams during Ascension week, May 5-8, them to join a JIC or ACI team for reflection.
2016.
Then secondly they asked me to specify what a JIC
or ACI team is, its history in Madagascar and
methodology, the life review that I illustrated with
two examples that teams experienced: the first on
money and the second on political life today.
In the afternoon the ACI official for Diego, Francis
Mananjara, gave us a talk followed by a debate on

Marie Louise and JIC members

At the invitation of our Diego Suarez ACI
friends, I paid them a visit during Ascension
week, on 5-8 May 2016.
What a joy it was to meet up with my ACI
sisters and brothers in front of the Church,
together with the JIC teams, on this great Ascension feast day. Exchanges of views began
with ACI teams before Mass as well as the
first contact with the JIC who welcomed me
with their beautiful smiles! The Lord is with
us, I said to myself, he is there in the midst of
us like the disciples at Emmaus. So we attended the Solemn Mass of the Ascension
and asked for Our Lord’s grace for this meeting to be successful. Then we made an appointment to meet on Saturday, May 7 for
JIC/ACI information - training: Evangelize
our way of thinking to change it and make it
consistent with the Gospel through the life
review and method of SEEING, DISCERNING, TRANSFORMING/ACTING. Linking
FAITH and LIFE, and reflecting on our
country’s political, economic and social situation.

ACI and JIC sharing a meal after the conference /
debate

Money and Faith which illustrated the previous life
review topic on money.
After the parish Mass on Sunday 8, we met up for
a big, friendly lunch. At the end of the meal, five
JIC members asked to make the move into the
ACI. They were solemnly received by EFIKRI/
ACI teams and their National President Marie
Louise MAUXION: the fifth Diego ACI team was
born! The ACI National President and the Regional JIC Head had the joint honour of cutting the
large cake, after the usual speeches! It was a great,
beautiful feast: prayer, singing and dancing
brought the day to a close. It was with great reluctance that we finally said goodbye!
All my thanks to our friends in Diego Suarez.
Marie-Louise MAUXION,
National EFIKRI/ACI President

To start we asked ourselves one question:
What are our needs and concerns when we
come into JIC or ACI? Why are we here toPage 8

EUROPE : Sicilian Symposium, 20 - 22 November 2015
THE MIAMSI EUROPEAN
BOARD’S
REFLECTIONS
ON THE EMERGING MIGRATION
ISSUE
AND
QUESTIONING OF THE
SCHENGEN TREATY.

tion of migrants, organized by pean solidarity, that increasingly
the European Board on 20 - 22 comply with respect for the dignity of every person and nation.
November 2015.

We invite our teams to use the
Jubilee of Mercy as an occasion
to open their hearts and doors.
In Luke 10, 29 -37, a teacher of Committed to the Church and
the Law asks Jesus, "Who is my society, we will promote actions
neighbour? "He answers that and reflections in our countries
there is no ‘natural’ neighbour. to bring about a culture of peace
My neighbour is the person that and tolerance, e.g. in the context
I acknowledge as a son of God. of the migration crisis, support
It's my decision to make myself the creation of humanitarian corsomeone’s neighbour. That is ridors, exercise vigilance in conthe good news of the Gospel!
nection with implementing
hotspots, get
involved
in
preventing the
Schengen
agreement
from
disappearing or being drastically
weakened,
each
team
making a common life review on migration. The
Participants at the symposium
aim is to question, change
our way of thinking, fight our
fears in order to bring in the dyAt the heart of global events, namics of Hope.
and in our European countries
where hearts and borders are This approach is part of preparclosing, our movements are ing the next MIAMSI general
called on to show courage, bold- assembly to be held in October
ness and faith in order to over- 2016 in Ouagadougou, Burkina
come anxiety and face up to the Faso, on the theme of dialogue,
fears our societies are experienc- peace and reconciliation. It is
ing today.
also an opportunity for the European Board and its members to
This is what was measured and urge the political authorities to
experienced by the Pozzallo implement policies, in a spirit of
Symposium (Italy) on the recep- confirmed, strengthened Euro-

Noto Cathedral
This votive offering is made of a
few planks from a boat that was
both the hope and coffin of
strangers, our brothers, and Francis's question, “Who will weep
for the dead? " sums up for me
the tragedy that is being played
out in front of an audience of nations that are not powerless or
blind, but hypocritical and heartless.

Thank you to all those who have accepted to testify, to share what they live, and those who have translated the articles
Palazzo San Calisto—00120 Vatican City - Italy — Tel. : (+39) 06 698 871 83
E-mail: miamsi.rome@gmail.com / www.miamsi-rome.org
Catholic International Organization - Non-Governmental Organization with Consultative Statute in ECOSOC and Participative Statute in the
European Council
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